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Value Investing is Long on Virtue But Has Been Short on
Reward

Value indices can seem like dumping grounds for problem industries

In a comedy sketch from the 1980s, Rowan Atkinson plays the devil as a cross between a
package-holiday guide and a louche English bureaucrat. Dressed in a smoking jacket, he
welcomes the damned to Hell and, consulting his clipboard, sorts them into groups. Lawyers?
Join the thieves and murderers over there. The French? Come down here with the Germans.
Atheists? You must be feeling pretty silly. And finally, Christians? I’m sorry, your faith was an
error.
Even if they are not confronted by hard evidence, everyone is occasionally troubled by the
thought that their beliefs are misplaced. A bad run of stockmarket returns is such a test of faith.
Investors who favour “value” stocks—those with a low price relative to the book value of a
firm’s assets—have had to wrestle more than most with doubt. If you buy value, and are patient,
your reward should be superior returns. But for much of the past decade, value has seemed a
damned strategy (see chart).
Is redemption at hand? Value stocks fell less hard than others at the end of last year and have
bounced in the early weeks of this year. Even so, don’t expect too many sudden converts to the
value religion. Look in the basket of low price-to-book stocks and you find it heavy with

troubled carmakers, banks and energy firms. Few are enticed by this lot. Only the faithful can
bear the discomfort that is part of value investing. If you seek its promise, it is hard to avoid the
suffering that goes with it.

The value approach favours stocks with a low price relative to intrinsic worth. It is founded on
the idea that though prices will vary with investors’ moods, a stock’s true value is lasting. It is
anchored by the worth of a company’s assets—its buildings, machinery and so on. A slew of
academic studies, notably a canonical paper by Eugene Fama and Kenneth French published in
1992, have identified a value premium. Value stocks—those with a low price-to-book ratio—do
better over the long haul than “growth” stocks—those with a high price-to-book. This may be a
reward for business-cycle risk: asset-heavy firms suffer in downturns, when those assets lie idle.
Or it may be because of investor errors—overpaying for faddish growth stocks while neglecting
dowdy value stocks.
It has been such a long wait for value to come good that it is natural for doubts to emerge. One is
about the merit of book as a gauge of intrinsic value. It is useful in appraising the sort of
businesses that are based on machine technology. Much of their value is in fixed assets. But it is
a harsh judge of digital firms, whose value is tied up in intangibles, such as patents, brands,
processes and general know-how. Accounting rules distort the value lens. Factories and office
buildings count as a capital asset on a firm’s books; most intangible assets do not. This is why
many value investors do not rely solely on book. They also look at a firm’s cashflow, net debt,
governance and, yes, even its earnings growth.
A broader view of this kind mitigates a second nagging doubt—about the sectoral bias that
emerges when stocks are sorted by price-to-book. A value strategy ought (or used) to mean
favouring cheap stocks over dear ones. But it now almost boils down to banks versus tech. Pure
value baskets are groaning with financial firms; growth indices are crammed with asset-light
technology firms. So if tech firms do well and banks suffer, “value gets killed”, in the words of
one value-fund manager.

Value indices seem more and more like a dumping grounds for problem industries: banks (a
narrow margin between short- and long-term interest rates); carmakers (trade wars; emissions
scandals; electric vehicles) and energy firms (peak oil demand). Yet for believers in value, that is
precisely the point. You buy problem stocks while they are a problem, because that is when they
are cheap, says Andrew Lapthorne of Société Générale, a French bank. The problem need not go
away for value stocks to rally. It need only become less acute.
Value is an austere church, with its own liturgy, sacraments and martyrs. But just as you find
traces of religiosity in the most committed atheist, every investor is at some level a value
investor. The agnostic who says it is impossible to time the market will discover a price level at
which he refuses to buy. And though growth is supposed to be the antithesis of value, few
growth investors ever express a wish to buy the priciest stocks they can find. All investors suffer
doubt. When judgment is due, they hope they have ended up in the right place.
This article appeared in the Finance and economics section of the print edition under the
headline "Heaven can wait"

